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It is shown that if three vertices of the graph c?(l)) of a convex 3-polytope P are chosen, then 
G(P) contains a refinement of the complete graph C,, on four vertices, for which the three 
chosen vertices are principal (that is, correspond to vertices of C, in the refinement.. In general, 
all four vertices may not be preassigned as principal. For dimensiorls d 24, simple (simplicial) 
d-polytopes are constructed whcrre graphs contain sets of three (four) vertices, which cannot all 
be principal in any refinement of Cd+,. 
The graph Of a d-polytope (d-dimensional convex polytope) P is the complex 
G(iP) consisting of the vertices and edges of P. The compZe& graph C, on n 
vertices is the graph with n vertices, every pair of which is joined by an edge. The 
graph of the d-simplex Td is isomorphic. to C’+l. All the graphs we consider here 
may be rega-rded as embedded in some euchdean space. 
A cell-complex B is a r&nement of another complex A if there is a 
homeomorphism f : I3 + A such that, for each cell C of A, f-‘(C) is a union of 
cells of B. The homeomorphism f is called a rcefinement map from B to A. A cell 
D of B is called principal if f(D) is a cell of A. In the particular case of graphs, 
note that the vertices of a principal edge will themselves be principak If G 
contains a subgraph which is a refinement of a graph HT we say that G contains a 
refinement of H. 
Griinbaum ([l]; see also [Z, p. 2001) has shown, as a corollary of a stronger 
result, that the graph G(P) of a d-polytope P contains a refinement elf Cd+*. 
Furthermore, if any! edge E of P is chosen, a refinement of Cd+% may be fouind for 
which E, and hence also its vertices, are principal. Since Cd+* is isomorphic to 
GW’), Cd+1 is the largest complete graph which is a refiement in the graph of 
every d-poiytope. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of determining how many vertices of a 
d-polytope f can be preassigned as principal in such a refiement of Cd+1 s 
Griinbaum’s result implies that we can preassign as principal any vertex of P, or 
any two vertices if they happen to be endpoints of the same edge. Larman and 
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Mani [3] show that if u” is simplicial, two vertices of P can be preassigned as 
principal, however they are situa.ted (we shall discuss this in Section 3). 
If P is a d-polytope, de.fine r(P) to be the largest positive integer k such that, if 
any Yc vertices of P are chosen, there is a refinement of Cd+l in G(P) such that all 
the chosen vertices are principal. Further define 
and 
r(d) = m.in{r(P) 1 P E 9”) 
r&f) = min{r(P) 1 PE Ypi), 
where $Pd (9:) is the family of all (simplicial) d-polytopes. Of course, t(d) e r,(d). 
A 1-polytope is a line segment; hence r( 1) = r, (1) = 2. 
The graph of a 2-polytope (convex polygon) is a simple circuit with n eldges, for 
SO-X n 2 3. The complete graph Cs is a circuit of three edges. It is thus clear that 
G(P) is a refinement of Cs, and thrrtpJ vertices can always be preassigned. Thus 
r(2) = r,(2) = 3. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we show that r(3) = r,(3) = 3. In Section 3, we 
construct examples to show that for d a 4, r(d) s 2 and r,;(d)< 3. (Larman and 
Mani give in [3] an example of a simplical 3-polytope P with r(P) <4, but their 
supposed examples in higher dimensions are not simplicial.) The table below 
summarizes our present knowled,ge of r(d) and r,(d). The authors’ guess is that 
for d a4, r(d) = 2 and r,(d) = 3. 
d r(d r,(d) 
-----_ 
1 2 2 
2 3 3 
3 3 3 
34 lGi1 2 or 3 
2+ Three dimensions 
Easy examples show that rag 3; for instance, the four vertices of a quare 
face of a triangular prism cannot all be principal. The main result of this paper 
shows that there is, in fact, equality here. 
Tkmcm I. Let x1, x2 and xg be distinct vertices of a 3-polytope P. Then G(P) 
contains a refinement of Ic,, for which x1, x2 and x3 are three oi he principlal 
tlertices. 
Proof. We prove Theorem 1 in two stages. We first show that there are three arcs 
in G(P) from x1 to x2, and disjoint except at x1 and xZ, one of which passes 
through x3. Since G(P) is planar, we (can think of G(P) BS embedded in the 
euclidean plane E2. Since G(P) is 3-connected, there are arcs &, rZ and r3 in 
G(P) joining x1 and x2, and disjoint except at their endpoints. If x3g 
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r,Ur,LJr,=,r, say, we are done; thus we may assume that x3 lies in one of the 
connecte:d components of E2\I’? say the component bounded by I’z Ur3. Since 
G(P) is 3-connected, there exist arcs &, A, and A3 in G(P) from x3 to I’2 W3, 
disjoint except at x3. We may suppose that for i.= 1,2,3, A, f7 [l$ M3) is a single 
point yi. One of the arcs & or r3 must meet two of the arcs A,, A2 or A3; without 
less of generality, suppose that r3 meets A, and A,, and that y1 is nearer to x1 on 
r, than y,. Writing A(u, vi for that part of the arc A between its two vertices u 
and V, we then see that we can re,place r3 by 
noting that I’$ meets IJ or rz or6.y in x1 and x2. 
Notice that this conclusion does not hold for general 3-conlected graphs, such 
as the complete bipartite graph on two groups of three velrtices. 
So, changing r$ back to &, we have arcs fi (i = 1,2.3) from x1 to x2 in G(P), 
disjoint except at their endpoints, with x3t: f3. Using the 3-connectedness of 
G(P) again, there are arcs Ai (i = 1,2,3) in G(P), disjoint except at x3, leading. 
from x3 to r1 U r2. We may suppose the Ai 90 chosen, that the number ,of edges in 
A = Al U A2 U AS, which are not already in r = TX U r2 U r3, is minimal; that is, we 
introduce as few new edges as possible. Then we claim that each of x1 and x2 lies 
in A. For, if (say) x1 6 A, let wl be the nearest vertex of I’3 to x1 on A ; suppose 
that wl EAT, and if w1 = x3, further suppose that A1 # r3(x3, x2). We can then 
replace A1 by A&x3, w,) U r3(w,, x,), which gives a contradiction to our minimal- 
ity assumption. Thus q E A (i = 1,2), and it is now clear that r, U r2 U A is the 
required refinement, which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We have thus shown that r(3) = 3. The example of Theorem 4 in Section 3 will 
show that r,(3) ~3, and so r,(3) = 3 also. 
3. Four or more dimenai~ns 
In contrast to Theorem 1, in dimensions higher than three we have tire 
following result. 
Th~~zern 2. Let cl z+ 4. Then there is a simpk d-poiytope P, with some three vertices 
which cannot all be principal for any refinement of Cd,_l in G(P). 
Proof. Choose any p, q WY! with p+q=d, and let P=TpxrP be the Cartesian I 
product of a p-simplex 5 id a q-simplex. If we write vert TP = ix,, . . . ,2+J and 
vertT4=(yo,..., y,], then the vertices of P are all (xi, yj), with i = 0, . . . , iv and 
j =O , . . . ,q. The f\yo vertices (xi, yj) and (xiv, yjp) determine an edge of P if and 
onhy if i = i’ or i = j’, but not both. 
Let us choose z. = (x0, ya) and z1 = (x,, yl) as principal vertices. We shall show 
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We now move on to simplicial d-polytopes; the following will apply for d > 3. 
We first have a result from [3]. 
Theorem 3. Let P be a simplicial d-poiytope, ati let x0 and x1 be two vertices o)‘P. 
Then G(P) contains a refinement of C d+l, with x0 and n, as principal vertices. 
Proof. Let F be a facet of P containing x1 but not x0 (see [2,3.1.8& and let 
vert F={xI, . . . , xd}. Thi?n there are d arcs in G(P), disjoint except at x0, joining 
x0 to x1, . . . . x& since G(P) jis d-connected. These arcs, to,gether with the edges of 
F, then form the required r&!inement. 
Note that the proof, which is a little different from that of [3], actually yields a 
rather stronger result than was asked for. 
We thus have r,(d) 3 2. Examples of sinlplicial d-polytopes P for which r(P) G 3 
are easily found. 
Theorem 4. Let d 2 3. Then there is a simplicial d-polytope P, with some four 
vertices which cannot all be principal for any refinement of cd+l in G(F). 
PII&. We construct P as follows. Let T”’ be a d-simplex, with vert Td = 
1x0, - l - 9 xd}, and, for i = 0, 1, let Fi be the facet of Td w’hich does not contain xi. 
Let P be obtained from Td lby erecting over each Fi a shallow pyramid with apex 
Yi- 
Suppose that C’ is a refinement of Cd+, in G(Rj ~6th y. and y1 both principal. 
Since Cd,, is d-valent at each vertex, and y. and y1 are d-valent vertices of G(P), 
every edge of G(P) which meets y. or y, belongs to C. Hence, for i = 2, . . . , d, 
the arc which joins y, and y,, and passes through 3, lies in C. At most one of 
these arcs corresponds to an edge of Cd.+, in the refinement, and so d 7 2 of these 
arcs each contain another principal vertex, which must come from x2, . . . . xd- 
Together with y. and yl, these account for d prkcipal vertices. Since there are 
only d + 1 principal vertices in all, we see that x0 and x1 cannot both be principal. 
Thus x0, x1, y. and y, cannot all be principal in any refinement of Cd+l in G(P), 
which proves the theorem. 
Combining Larman and rvlani’s result with Theorem 4 shows that for d 3 4, 
r,(d)-:! oa 3. 
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